has rank Z in X [theorem (7.1)]. Furthermore, we prove some results in part II which are not needed in part I but which are of interest for their own sake, e. g., on Ad G-orbits in g. Though the results of part II are being applied in part I only for p > h, they can be proved for certain smaller p. Therefore, we indicate at the beginning of each section the assumptions we make on p. Thus, the main results are given in their greatest possible generality, whereas some less important results hold for smaller p than admitted here. In this paper " group " or " algebraic group " will always mean : affine algebraic group. An algebraic group over a field k is considered as the group of points rational over the algebraic closure of /c. In this and other respects we conform to the terminology and notations of BorePs book [1] .
The author is indebted to J. E. Humphreys, M. van der Put and T. A. Springer for critical remarks and stimulating discussions.
I. -The center of the universal enveloping algebra 1. THE UNIVERSAL ENVELOPING ALGEBRA. -Let G be a split semisimple algebraic group over a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0, p not dividing the order of the Weyl group of G, fl its Lie algebra, and S its rootsystem. By [3] , theoreme 2.13, and [5] , G is isomorphic over k to a Chevalley group, so we may assume that G is already defined and split over F^. Let H be a maximal torus of G, defined 'and split over F^, a.nd I) the Lie algebra of H. Since the order of the fundamental group of G is invertible in F^, (cf. [22] ), fl has a basis consisting of Hi, ...,H/ in t) and rootvectors Xa, a 6:2, derived from a Chevalley basis in characteristic 0. We consider fi as a Lie algebra over k, i. e., we only deal with points of g rational over A*.
Let UL denote the universal enveloping algebra of fl and ^ the center of ^U. Following Zassenhaus [24] , we introduce the subspace £ of "U spanned by all p'-th powers (in ^IL) of elements of g, i = 0, 1, 2, . . ., and Jn == J^n^. Let Q be the subalgebra of ^ generated by 1 and Jll. For r^elL we define ad x : ^U -> ^IL by ad x (y) == xy -yx for y^U.
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From the binomial formula it follows that ad (x^ = (ad xY {cf. [24] , formula (1) on p. 4). fi has a structure of [p]-Lie algebra (or restricted Lie algebra in the terminology of Jacobson [10] ) such that H^ = Hi, X^ == 0.
For Xeg, ad (X^) = (ad X)^ = ad X^. It follows that the elements Hf -H, and X^ belong to 31Z. Hence dim i?/JU ^ n. On the other hand, gn.M= 90^=0, hence dim X?/jn ==== n and c?Tl has a basis over k consisting of all monomials of positive total degree in the Hf -H, and X^. From the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem or from [24] , § 1, one deduces that (9 = k [Hf -H/, X^ | 1 ^ i ^ ;, a^S], the Hf -H, and X^ being algebraically independent over /c, and that ^IL is a free (9-module of rank p' 1 having as a basis the elements where S"^ denotes the set of positive roots for some ordering we have chosen in 2.
Let D denote the quotient division ring of "IL (c/*. [10] or [24] ), KCD the quotient field of ^ andQgK that of (9. The following result was shown by Zassenhaus ([24] , Theorem 6).
(1.
2) The dimension of any absolutely irreducible representation of g is at most p"\
INVARIANTS. -(i)
We keep the notations and conventions of the preceding section. Let S denote the symmetric algebra on fl and t he polynomial algebra on fi, identified with 2> (fl*)? "the symmetric algebra on the dual space fl* of fi. 9€ will be the universal enveloping algebra of 1), considered as a subalgebra of "U, and identified with the symmetric algebra S (I)). On 1L we consider the natural filtration by the subspaces IL^ spanned by the products of at mosti elements of g. 
1^9
The mapping^ of 1L onto 'U is defined by :
1L is isomorphic to S, and we shall sometimes identify the two. The adjoint action of G on fl induces actions of G on 1L, 1L, S and ^; the algebras of invariants will be denoted by IL^ etc. Notice that the isomorphism of UL onto S is a G-module isomorphism. The adjoint action of fl on itself is extended to 1L; notice that 1L 9 == ^. The action of the Weyl group W of G on 1) can be extended to 9C a.nd the polynomial algebra ® (1)), giving rise to algebras of invariants ^w and ® (1))^.
(u) This section is devoted to a description of the algebras of invariants introduced above. It is known that ® (t))^ is generated by / algebraically independent homogeneous polynomials Ii,L,...,I^ of degrees di ^ d^ ^ . . . -= d/y respectively; these degrees do not depend on the particular choice of the I/'s. In ^w the situation is similar; let us call the algebraically independent homogeneous generators Si, ..., S( of degrees d^ ..., rf/). The I/ and Sj are chosen once for all in this paper.
(iii) ^ is isomorphic to ® (1))^. Indeed, restriction to 1) of elements of ^G definies an isomorphism between the two algebras. This has been proved in [18] , 3.17' on p. 33, for G an adjoint group. But the assumption that the characteristic p of k does not divide | W has as a consequence that fl is isomorphic with the Lie algebra of the adjoint group G of G, the adjoint action of G on g being given by that of G. We shall denote by J, the element of ^G whose restriction to t) is I,.
(iv) Similar relations exist between S° and ^w. For consider the Killing form on g :
This is a nondegenerate bilinear form on % and so is its restriction to 1) (c/
.
[18], 5.3 on p. 18; here the case A, for -p /.r-\-1, which is proved quite easily, can be added). B permits us to identify fl* with fl and t)* with \\; this yields an identification of ® == S (g*) with S and of ^ (t)) with 9€. Since B is invariant under the adjoint action of G, this identification is a G-isomorphism (a W-isomorphism, respectively). Let us describe the isomorphism of S^ onto 3€^ we get in this way. Restriction of an element of fi* to t) corresponds to orthogonal projection relative to B of fi onto t). Since all rootvectors Xa, ae2, are orthogonal to t), this orthogonal projection acts as follows : Hence by induction hypothesis we can find a ^elL^0 such that Remark. -One might reasonably hope that (2.1) is valid for char (/c) = p, R/^IWI. If that were the case, the result of the next section, theorem (3.1), would hold for the same characteristics.
3. THE STRUCTURE OF ^. -We keep the notations and assumptions of the previous sections, with char (/c) = p > A, h being the Coxeter number of G. We propose to prove the following theorem.
and ^ is a free Q-module with as a basis the set of elements T^-T^-.
•T 77 0 ^ /. < p.
Proof. -The proof will be divided into a number of steps. (ii) Set ^ = 0 [Ti, . . ., T/]C^. As shown in (i), y is a free (9-module of rank p / . Let K*, QCK*CK, be the quotient field of ^*. The aim of this step is to show that K* = K.
fl has an absolutely irreducible representation of degree p^, N = [ ^+ , the Steinberg representation ( [19] , [20] ). In view of (1.2), we conclude that m^N, m as in (1.1). Hence Remark. -The result m = N was also proved in [15] under weaker restrictions for p. If we use this result of [15] , we do not need the existence of the Steinberg representation.
(iii) To complete the proof of the theorem it suffices to show that * = ^. Now ^*C^ and OU 0 ) = k is contained in ^*, hence g* = ŵ ill follow by induction from the statement Here, we recall, d is the filtration degree on ^L. ^ and c^* have a filtration induced by the filtration of 11, and the corresponding graded 'U is a polynomial ring, hence an integral domain, so ^ and |i* have a quotient field. In (ii) we have seen that ^ and ^* have the same quotient field, and from this one easily derives that % and |i* have the same quotient field. OL = A^H/-, Xa] is obviously integral over 6=k [}i^X 1^ so, a fortiori, g is integral over g*. Therefore, to prove (3.4) it will suffise to show that |i* is integrally closed. This will be done in the final step of the proof.
Clearly there exists a surjective homomorphism As we have noticed in step (i) of this proof, the elements Ti,. . ., Ty are p-independent in the quotient field of CL over /c. But that amounts to injectivity of ©, since Hi, . . ., H/, X^, . . ., X^ are algebraically independent. Thus we see that To show that ^* is integrally closed, it suffices to consider the case k algebraically closed. This is quite likely to be known, but since we have no appropriate reference in the literature available, we shall prove it in the following lemma. We are indebted to M. van der Put for the proof given here. if we identify 1L == S with ^ via the Killing form, it follows from proposition (7.1) that the singular points of Spec (^*) are mapped by Ti onto the set fl\v, where r is the set of regular points of fl and where fl is identified with A". By theorem (4.12), jg\r is closed of pure codimension 3 in fl.
Since TI is a finite morphism, the set of singular points of Spec (y) has codimension 3 {see, e.g. the proof of Theorem 3 on p. 93-96 in [14] ); thus Spec (^*) has no singularities in codimension 2. By (3.5), Spec(^*)
is a complete intersection of hypersurfaces. By a wellknown criterion in algebraic geometry {see, e.g., [8] , 5.8.6, p. 108), Spec (f*) is a normal variety, i.e., ^* is integrally closed. Thus we have completed the proof of theorem (3.1).
II. -Regular elements in Lie algebras
In this part of the paper, G will always be a connected semisimple algebraic group over an algebraically closed field /c. About the characteristic of k we shall have to make some assumptions, which will be somewhat weaker in sections 4 and 5 than in the last two sections, where we have to assume that char (/c) == 0 or p with p not dividing the order of the Weyl group W of G.
H denotes a maximal torus in G, B a Borel subgroup containing H, Bt he Borel subgroup opposite to B, U (U~) the unipotent radical of B (B"). The Lie algebras of these groups are denoted by the corresponding lower case german characters : fl, 1), b, b", n, n~. 2 will be the root system of G, ^+ the set of positive roots for the ordering of 2 corresponding to B, = { ^i, . . ., ^ j the set of simple roots. If X is semisimple, 3 (X) is reductive, that is, Z (X) is reductive. Since all results we derive for connected semisimple groups are also valid for connected reductive groups, as is easily seen, we can, without doing any harm, replace fl by 3 (X) for semisimple X, as we shall sometimes do in proofs. Proof. -Let X = X,. + X,, be the Jordan decomposition of X. g' = 3^ (X,) is reductive of rank ;. Now ^ (X) = J^ (X,,), and the latter has dimension ^ I by [17] , Prop. (5.6). Proof, -This is immediate from the fact that J (X) equals the centralizer of \n in 3. (X,), and that the latter is reductive of rank L
REGULAR ELEMENTS. -In this section we assume that the ground field k has characteristic 0 or p where p is a good prime and p /
The following result, which is part of mathematical folklore, was proved for complex Lie groups in [13] $ we give a proof valid in arbitrary characteristic. We recall that ^G denotes the algebra of polynomials on g which are invariant under the adjoint action of G. Proof. -After conjugation under G, we may assume that Xeb and X,€l) (qf. [2] ). Then X,,€n, so we can apply the lemma.
From [18] , p. 61-63, and [17] , (5.3), we quote the following results. It should be observed that regular nilpotent elements are called principal nilpotents in Kostant's papers [12] and [13] .
For 1 ^i ^l we introduce the following notations (c/*. [21] ); we recall that ai, . . ., a^ are the simple roots. Proof. -Consider XGfl and let X == X,y + X^ be its Jordan decomposition. After conjugation under Ad G we may assume that X,el), X^€u [cf. [2] ). J (X,) is a reductive Lie algebra whose root system 2' = 2' (X,) consists of all roots a^S such that da (X,v) == 0. S' inherits an ordering from 2.
Assume first Xeb,. Then d^.i (X,) == 0, hence a,€^', and X,, = V Ya Xa With Ya = 0.
aeT he root a, is simple in 2', hence Xn is not regular in J (X^) by (4.6), (ii), which implies that X is not regular in fl by (4.3).
Conversely, assume X is irregular in g. X,, is irregular in J (X,), and X/i = ^, Ya Xa. A good prime for G is also a good prime for Z (X.v)
, so we may apply (2.7), (ii), to conclude that fa = 0 for some a which is a simple root in ^'. By induction on ht (a), the height of a, we shall prove that X may be replaced by some conjugate such that a is simple in 2. Then this conjugate will be in some b^, which completes the proof. So assume ht (a) > 1. We have (a, a^) > 0 for some i. Then a,^2', for otherwise a -a,e2', which would yield a contradiction to the simplicity of a in 1Y. Let w,6N(H) be a representative of the reflection €W corresponding to a,, the Weyl group W being identified with N (H)/H. Then Ad wi (X,,) is easily seen to be in n. Since ,^=0-2^0.
(^, a,)
has smaller height than a, we may apply the inductive assumption to Adw, (X).
The proof of the following lemma is similar to that of Lemma 2.12 of [21] and will be left to the reader. The following proposition is the Lie algebra analog of Corollary 5.5
of [21] . Proof. -The elements of the form X + Y with X e 1)<, Y e u,, rfa (X) ^ 0 for all a e= ^+, a ^ a,,
form a dense open subset of l^. These elements are semisimple; in view of the previous lemma, this assertion has only to be proved when X and Y commute. But in that case, c?a (X) 7^ 0 for all roots of b, implies that Y = 0, hence, indeed, we have semisimplicity. The result of the present proposition now follows from lemma (4.7).
We will conclude this section by proving that the regular elements form an open subset in g whose complement has pure codimension 3. The analogous result for algebraic groups has been proved by R. Steinberg [21] . First we give two ancillary results. Proof (cf. [21] , 5.2). -Let G( denote the semisimple subgroup of G generated by Ua, and U_a,-Using Bruhat decomposition one easily verifies that Pi = G,.B, is the normalizer of h; in G. Since P, is parabolic, G/P; is complete, and therefore the union of the conjugates of hi is closed, irreducible and of codimension at least dim P; -dim b, = 3, equality holding if and only if there exists an element of g contained in only a finite number ^z 0 of conjugates of b,. Hence the result follows from the next lemma. Since W 1 uweU", we find for the above element
== Ad w-1 (X) + Z with Z e u-.
Hence Adw^Y^ir; on the other hand, Adw^Y)^-, whence Y = 0. Thus we find
Ad u-1 (X) = X.
Given the conditions regarding X, this is possible only for u € Ua,. Since
hence o^ (a,) = -^ a,. But then w~1 iw€G/, hence this element normalizes hi. Therefore
So the number of conjugates of b, containing X is finite, and in fact equal to the number of elements of the Weyl group which fix a,.
Combining the above two lemmas with lemma (4.7) we immediately get the following theorem. Proof. -The proof of [13] , Lemma 10, p. 370, also works in the present situation. Proof. -It is obvious that it suffices to consider the case of almost simple G. For char(/c) = 0 the results have been proved by Kostant; see [12] , Th. 6.7 and Cor. 8.7 for (i), [13] , Lemma 12, p. 374, for (ii). The char (/c) = p case will be derived by a reduction mod p argument. This proves (ii). But the above arguments also show that a basis for J (X-+-) as indicated in (i) can be obtained by reduction mod p. This completes the proof. Proof. -Restriction to t) gives an isomorphism of ^G with ® (1))[ see § 2, (iii)]. It is known that ® (1^ separates semisimple G-orbits in $. This implies the result for T],. The result for TJ,. has been proved for complex Lie groups by Kostant ([13] , Theorem 2, p. 360). His arguments apply to the present situation almost verbatim, so we omit them here. We are going to show that ti is a cross section for the regular orbits in fi. We shall get this result by first showing that restriction to t) of polynomials on fl provides an isomorphism of ®° onto the algebra of polynomials on ti : % (n). This key result considerably simplifies the proof that n is a cross section for the regular orbits, as compared to the proof in characteristic 0 given in [13] . The proof of (6.3) given here was kindly put at the author's disposal by T. A. Springer.
